


Can you match the sentence with 
the correct sentence type?

Sentence Type of Sentence

It is a beautiful day. question

Where should we have our picnic?

Take the sandwiches out of the lunch box.

What a mess we have made!

command

exclamation

statement

show answer

statement

question

command

exclamation 



Can you write one statement sentence that describes 
each of these animals?

show answer

Any sentence is correct as long as it tells you 
something about the animal and ends in a full stop. 
For example: The giraffe has a long neck. The elephant 
is huge. The zebra has stripes. The lion is fierce.



Can you rearrange the words in each sentence to make 
five statements that tell a story?

is The hungry. lion
scared. The is zebra 
elephant clever. The is 
up The elephant the lion. trips 
away. zebra runs The

show answer

The lion is hungry.
The zebra is scared.
The elephant is clever.
The elephant trips up the lion.
The zebra runs away.



Can you turn these statement sentences into question 
sentences by adding punctuation, rearranging words 
or adding new words?

show answer

Is the lion vicious?For example: The lion is vicious.

Do giraffes have long necks so 
that they can reach tall trees?

Do zebras have stripes to help 
them camouflage?

Giraffes have long necks so that 
they can reach tall trees.

Zebras have stripes to help them 
to camouflage.

Do African elephants have ears 
shaped like Africa?

African elephants have ears 
shaped like Africa.



Oh no, these aliens have got lost in space! Can you help them to 
get back to their home planets? Each planet is a different sentence 
type. Read the alien’s sentences to work out where they live.

show answer

Planet 
Command

Planet 
Question

Planet 
Statement

Planet 
Exclamation

What 
pointy 
ears I 
have!

Will I 
be home 
in time 
for tea?My eye is 

huge.

Bow 
down 
before 
me, 

weak 
humans!



Can you choose the correct word from the question word hand to 
begin these question sentences?

show answer

w
h
a
t

?

___ is the 
sky blue?

_____ have all 
the chocolate 
biscuits gone?

____ should I 
dress up as for 
Halloween?

___ is coming to 
the party?

____ will I be 
allowed to walk 
home on my own? 

Why

Where

What

When

Who




